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NamasteSensei - Lets Learn In A New Way 

 
Articles Worksheet for Grade 4

Articles Worksheet For Class 4 With Answers

Before you read any further, it might be a good idea first to 
understand What is An Article?

In Brief:

• ARTICLES - A, An, and The are called articles.
• A - We use 'A' before naming words that begin with 

consonant sounds. 
Example - A chair, A doll, etc.

• An - We use 'An before naming words that begin with 
a vowel (a,e, i,o,u) sound. 
Example - An apple, An airplane, etc.
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• The - The is used before names of things that are only 
one of their kind. 
Example - The sun, The moon, etc.

Articles Worksheet For Class 4 Questions
1. Add 'A' or 'An' before the words.

1. …………. balloon.
2. …………. arrow.   
3. …………. egg.
4. …………. inkpot.
5. …………. elbow.
6. …………. eye.
7. …………. fish.
8. …………. tortoise.    
9. …………. hospital.
10.…………. flower.
11. …………. honest.    
12.…………. hour.
13.…………. book.
14.…………. star.
15.…………. ass.
16.…………. artist.
17.…………. fox.
18.…………. doll.
19.…………. bench.
20.…………. owl.
21.…………. pencil.
22.…………. ear.
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23.…………. ant.
24.…………. aunt.
25.…………. mango.
26.…………. tree.
27.…………. cap.
28.…………. inch.
29.…………. potato.
30.…………. eagle.
31.…………. bench.
32.…………. inkpot.
33.…………. kitten.
34.…………. bike.
35.…………. ball.
36.…………. tiger.
37.…………. melon.
38.…………. umbrella.
39.…………. banana.
40.…………. almond.

2. Fill the paragraph with 'A', 'An' or 'the'.

• Sheba was …………. naughty little kitten belonging to 
Mrs. Parihar. One afternoon, when Mrs. Parihar was 
knitting …………. woolen scarf, she fell asleep. 
"What …………. nice ball!" said Sheba when she saw 
…………. woolen ball. She took …………. wool in 
her mouth and started jumping around in …………. 
room. Soon she got caught in …………. wool. She 
tried to get free but could not. So she began to cry. 
Mrs. Parihar was awakened by her cries. She gave 
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Sheba …………. angry look but also freed her. Sheba 
promised never to be naughty again.

3. Fill article 'A' or 'An'

1. It is …………. dog.
2. It is …………. elephant.
3. It is …………. car.
4. It is …………. igloo.
5. She ate …………. apple.
6. I saw …………. elephant.
7. I have …………. test today.
8. He is …………. very intelligent boy.
9. …………. elephant can drink around 210 liters of 

water in a day.
10.…………. tiger has stripped skin.
11. …………. alligator can weigh over 450 Kg.
12.…………. eagle has excellent eyesight.
13.…………. octopus has three hearts.
14.…………. camel lives on average for 40 to 50 years.
15.There is …………. cat on the sofa. It's sleeping.
16.The question was …………. easy question.
17.Please give me …………. glass of water.
18.John has …………. horse that he rides on weekends.
19.Sara is …………. active girl.
20.I was playing near …………. rock.
21.I bought …………. umbrella for my sister.
22.I am sitting on …………. bench.
23.I have …………. table and …………. chair in my 

room.
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24.I saw …………. owl sitting on a tree.

4. Fill in the blanks with 'A', 'An', or 'The'

1. …………. horse runs fast.
2. …………. moon is shining in ………….  sky.
3. I want to eat ………….  mango.
4. …………. river is full of water.
5. …………. birds are flying in ………….  sky.
6. …………. earth revolves around ………….  sun.
7. …………. old man cannot become …………. young 

boy again.
8. Take ………….  umbrella.
9. …………. old man and ………….  little girl entered 

…………. hotel.
10.Manish bought ………….  doll for his sister. 

………….  doll was …………. gift for her birthday.
11. Mohan is ………….   boy.
12.………….  sun shines brightly.
13.I am reading ………….   book.
14.I saw ………….   girl walking in…………. park.
15.He is ………….  honest man.
16.Neha is ………….   software engineer.
17.Rohan can play …………. guitar.
18.She fell asleep in ………….   yellow chair.
19.Yesterday we bought …………. new clock.
20.Look at …………. clock in the wall.
21.I don't want …………. apple. I want …………. 

orange.
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22.…………. sun leaves us heat and light.
23.This is not …………. toy. That is …………. real knife.
24.…………. moon goes round …………. earth.
25.…………. Qutab Minar is very tall.
26.I waited for you for more than …………. hour.
27.…………. walls of my room are light blue but 

…………. ceiling is white.

Articles worksheet for class 4 solutions
1. Add 'A' or 'An' before the words.

2. A balloon.
3. An arrow.   
4.  An egg
5. An inkpot.
6. An elbow.
7. An eye.
8. A fish.
9. A tortoise.    
10.A hospital.
11.  A flower.
12.An honest.    
13.  An hour.
14.A book.
15.A star.
16.An ass.
17.An artist.
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18.A fox.
19.A doll.
20.A bench.
21.An owl.
22.A pencil.
23.An ear.
24.An ant.
25.An aunt.
26.A mango.
27.A tree.
28.A cap.
29.An inch.
30.A potato.
31.An eagle.
32.A bench.
33.An inkpot.
34.A kitten.
35.A bike.
36.A ball.
37.A tiger.
38.A melon.
39.An umbrella.
40.A banana.
41.An almond.

2. Fill in the blanks with 'A', 'An' Or 'The'.

• Sheba was a naughty little kitten belonging to Mrs. 
Parihar. One afternoon, when Mrs. Parihar was 
knitting a woolen scarf, she fell asleep. 
"What a nice ball!" said Sheba when she saw a woolen 
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ball. She took the wool in her mouth and started 
jumping around in the room. Soon she got caught 
in the wool. She tried to get free but could not. So she 
began to cry. Mrs. Parihar was awakened by her cries. 
She gave Sheba an angry look but also freed her. 
Sheba promised never to be naughty again.

3. Fill article 'A' or 'An'

1. It is a dog.
2. It is an elephant.
3. It is a car.
4. It is an igloo.
5. She ate an apple.
6. I saw an elephant.
7. I have a test today.
8. He is a very intelligent boy.
9. An elephant can drink around 210 liters of water in a 

day.
10.A tiger has stripped skin.
11. An alligator can weigh over 450 Kg.
12.An eagle has excellent eyesight.
13.An octopus has three hearts.
14.A camel lives on average for 40 to 50 years.
15.There is a cat on the sofa. It's sleeping.
16.The question was an easy question.
17.Please give me a glass of water.
18.John has a horse that he rides on weekends.
19.Sara is an active girl.
20.I was playing near a rock.
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21.I bought an umbrella for my sister.
22.I am sitting on a bench.
23.I have a table and a chair in my room.
24.I saw an owl sitting on a tree.

4. Fill in the blanks with 'a', 'an' or 'the'

1. A horse runs fast.
2. The moon is shining in the sky.
3. I want to eat a mango.
4. The river is full of water.
5. The birds are flying in the sky.
6. The earth revolves around the sun.
7. An old man cannot become a young boy again.
8. Take an umbrella.
9. An old man and a little girl entered a hotel.
10.Manish bought a doll for his sister. The doll was a gift 

for her birthday.
11. Mohan is a boy.
12.The sun shines brightly.
13.I am reading a book.
14.I saw a girl walking in the park.
15.He is an honest man.
16.Neha is a software engineer.
17.Rohan can play the guitar.
18.She fell asleep in the yellow chair.
19.Yesterday we bought a new clock.
20.Look at the clock on the wall.
21.I don't want an apple. I want an orange.
22.  The sun leaves us heat and light.
23.This is not a toy. That is a real knife.
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24.  The moon goes around the earth.
25.  The Qutab Minar is very tall.
26.I waited for you for more than an hour.
27.  The walls of my room are light blue but the ceiling is 

white.
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